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LIE EDaewl
Nothing much to say this time - except to

apologise for being a bit late - Summer-time
blues ‘n1 all that.

~e John Cowan, 17 Cheviot Crescent, Fintry,
e DUNDEE.

 'Meanwhi1e Di and Arthur Humphrey (from
whose address Lib Ed.has been produced for
some time now) have just bought a croft near
John 0'Groats so please use following address BULK ORDERS
for editorial matters -

you can help in any way (articles?) write to: SINGLE COPY

\

YOU NWT N01 blsfitoy 1'H\NG-st
'l'l Ll. you HAVI Son; 'nuq(, to

1 N THE NPM In rue; . .

I "‘

Orders to
M tflext Lib Ed will be produced in Dundee - if LBLACK FLAG BOOKSHOP, 1 Wilne Street, Leicester

Sent t0 a U.K; addr8SS oonlooolzqp

Surface mail abrOad onno0raaoal2Op

air mail to Europe; Arab
“States, Near East, N. efriee...26P
air mail everywhere else ......31p

5—iS$ue SUB UIKI &-Surface mail abroad oo0c75p

air mail, Europe, etc. .....£l.lOP
air mail, Glflewheré IIIlIlII£1O35p

(to a U.K. addP°$$)*
10p per copy + post (30p on 10)

x _-

26 Oxford Road, Leicester.
0533 709640

From: Nicolas Halter; 134 Horthumberland Road,
~Harrow, Hiddlesex, HA2 IRG.

David.Hart (Lib Ed 18) has mistaken the
motivation of my article on Ivan Illich (Lib
ea 16). I attacked Illich not because 1 wish-
ed to vent mi Fepleen", or because he had "got
my goat", or because I think he is "our enemy",
2 .

or because I have my own "model ready for some
grand unveiling", or because I want to play "a
kind of one-upmanship game" with him, or
because he is not an anarchist; it was because
I think that among his good sense is a lot of
nonsense (are schools always anti-education or
hospitals always anti-health? try being illit-
erate or illl), that he gets out of his depth
when he tries to propose solutions to the
problem he describes, that he is fundamentally
inconsistent in his attitudes, and that he may
in the end do more harm than good by making
people believe that the situation is as simple
as he suggests. tLike David Hart, I first
approached Illich as a friend, but the more I
read (and heard) of him, the more I became
convinced that he is a false_prophet, an
intellectual poseur, who doesn't really believe
what he says; I don't think we shou1d'be'
either generous or sour about such people,,
just realistic and rational,

Z 
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Think about the kind of world 3°“
want to live in. What do {:2 B995
to help you build that wort - h
Demand that your teachers can

th t.
ya“ a i%iii§i§

Bearing in mind the above ideals as 01-
prcssed by'Kropotkin, let us look at

the possible part behayiour analysis may
have to play in the attainment of such a
society. Throughout the last few yearn
and the recent resurrected interest in
libertarian approaches to education we have
seen a number of authors delve more deeply
into the practicalities of libertarian
methods, Many of the ideas are clearly
derived from Tolstoy, and the little crodi§_
ed stimulus for the prBfl°nt"uP5“P8° 19 P“?
Guodman, The striking feature of Goodman s
work on education is his P°T°°Pt1V° 9°°ia1
criticism, so evident and of a ?Qn°i;t'
ently high standard throughout hlfl 11 @-
In "Cojjulsory'Hiseduoation" (1954) h°"'
ever-are contained the bneinninsni of nee‘
misunderstandings surrounding °P°rant °°n:
11t{oning, I do not quarrel with Goodman s

I
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approach to education or society in gener-
al, with which I am in fact greatly in
sympathy, nor with the development of his
thought by writers such as John Holt whose
critical examination of our educational
processes is refreshing. I do however wish
to take issue with the blanket dismissal of
the technioues deriving from the research
of B.F. Skinner since the 1930's,

1 -. 
Such developments are known under many

different-labels, e.g. behavior modific-
ation, behaviour influence, social learn-
ing theory, programmed instruction,
behavior analysis etc. What they have in
common is a scientific approach to human
behaviour, with the accompanying demolition
or redefinition of many of the terms that
are used frequently in the libertarian lit-
erature. A similar, non-psychological
analysis of many of the terms still in
current usage is to be found in the writing
of Gilbert Ryle and Ludwig Iittgenstein,
Skinner being particularly indebted to the
latter in facilitating the extension of
behaviorist methodology to the study of
covert behavior (mental phenomena) about
20 years ago, a fact not widely recognised
in criticisms of Skinnerian theory.

433)
I feel therefore that a brief explanation

Of my position as a'bchaviorist and, I
believe, an anarchist, may prove useful for
clarification. And perhaps it may be of
Home comfort to the assorted radicals (l0mO"
recent examplls in Undorcurrontl) to kncw~
that it is much easier to finite competent
behavicrist strongly concerned I1th.ihO pol-
itical implications of scientific investig-
ation of behavior than it is to find.a pol-
1t1°l1~ihocriat with even in elementary
undcrstandilgicf modern behaviorisn.

in
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“Goodman is justifiably concerned about the
dangers of the use of programmed instruction
when schooling is compulsory. "In such a
situation the state will set the curriculum
and it is likely that much of the content
will run counter ‘to anarchist sentiments.
This differs from the present educational
system in one major way. It is effective.
Presumably the state will not hhange the
behaviors required from ‘Hell socialised'
citizens. but it now has a more effective,
way of producing these behaviors. We have
been complacent too long about what is ta“dbin schools. Because schools are so ineffic-
ient we can rely on parental or peer in-
fluence to counter some of the unwanted
effects. For example, despite the sexist
nature of much of the educational system,
it is evident that other more powerful

_. 1.forces are producing a more enlightened
consciousness in sectors of the pop-
ulation. Such reliance would be shatt-
ered by the planned use of effective'
methods of value installation. An example
of such a programmed text was published in
a recent New Scientist.

It is foolish with the present abundance
of evidence to state, as Goodman does, that
operant conditioning is vastly overated.
Since the 1964 revision of his book the
evidence indicates that it was, and perhaps
is, vastly underrated. It is widely acc-
epted as a very powerful model to explain
human behaviour and its power to modify
many human behaviors in predictable fashion
is no longer questioned. Anyone who says
that it doesn't explain everythin (and no
behaviorist ever eeihteihea that it ate)

U ...
is of course correct, but this does not
diminish the importance of the areas in F
which it has been successfully applied.
Those interested in the liberation of man-
kind must acquaint themselves with the
technological applications of scientific
research for two reasons:

(l) If it works we can rest assured
1 that it will be used by central-

ised bodies against the interests
that we stand for.

(2) Many of the technological die-
coveries of the last hundred
years or so have liberatory pot-
4
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ential. Hurray Bookchin (1911)
presents criteria by which a
technology may be assessed. IBy
his criteria operant conditioning
possesses considerable lib-
°ra*°TF Potential. It does not
require large amounts of capital
and so it is particularly suit-
able for use in a decentralised
society; Of importance too is
that the fundamental principles
of behavior are relatively easy

‘If 150 léafn and apply, They cab
readily be understood by non-
professionals, thus minimising
the role of experts (centralised
knowledge). The technology is
flexible, as demonstrated by its
use with a wide range of behaviors,
populations and settings. And,
most importantly, the role of the
skilled psychologist becomes that
of a consultant who will advise
individuals as to how to produce
changes in their behavior that they
themselves ask for.

It is possible then that there are many sit-
uations in which the use of such a tech-
nology would be beneficial to libertarians.
There are certain core values common to mos:
expressions of anarchism. Examples are tha:
we value strongly egalitarian behavior, co-
operation, and competent self-direction of
our lives. It would therefore seem wise to
examine research concerning conditions under
which such behaviors are likely to exist
stably. It.is apparent that we do deliber-
ately train suchébehaviors in our child-
rep and pupils, thbugfl because it is done
inia spontaneous, unstructured way it is

l 1t V ‘Q! '7 T the capability
U aften not reoognised

<3 as training-
'Q I greatily value

'1ausituation
,where'an adult has~

. ‘i to produce anarchi-B1?
behavior 19 hi5
‘children.

_ lady-parents who
 uavegT$3* h°PeBabout how they will teach thei;_:hildren~

lower their ideals continually as they com-
promise when --their child interacts with
its more violent, competitive, aggressive
etc. peers. Without a know1edge,cf the
Prinviples of behavior there is little such-
a p-.ene Uan.uu except nope that his mor-
ality will become importdht in the child's
Life as he grows older. Such a parent is
likely to punish undesired.behayior in the
child because teaching desired.behavior
requires much skill and patience. Punish-
ment has imediately visible effects_which
are often fallen back on when good intent-
ions without skill are failing. ta more
thorough study of the principles of behavior
may enable them to teach more in accordance
with their ideals.
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In questioning the appropriateness of
operant conditioning for educating free
citizens Goodman treats the problem scant-e
ily.i;As I understand it a free citizen is
free to the extent that he can function
effectively in his environment, and to t he
extent that his behavior is not controlled
by aversive means. A person is free to the
extent that he can make meaningful choices
between behaviors that it is possible for
him to emit. This necessitates a degree of
lpersonal development that many of our cit-‘
izens never attain. He cites Dewey's model
for curriculum and method - i.e. "and study
so pursued that it ends up with the student
wanting to find out something further".
He feels that this is contrary to the ess-
ence of programmed instruction since it- ‘
entails controlling'behavior "towards a
predetermined goal". He misses the point
that programmed texts may easily"use
‘Dewey's ideal as their predetermined goal.
"A student is 6qflippBd.tO "find out some-
-thing further" to the extent that he.has
learned the basic techniques for doidg so
adequately.

t This is closely tied to the objection
that one cannot program creativity.
Present educatipnalists, including many
libertarians, seem to believe that by min-
imising the transmission of the already '
known we can foster original behavior. a
The'behavior involved can be partially sp-
ecified however. Hhat the student is
doing is manipulating variables in a way
that has not been per formed before. In
order to facilitate this behavior it is
necessary to maximally transmit already
known variables. Side by side with this,
programs must be designed to generate man-
ipulation of variables. The word original
merely compares behavior with that pre-
viously emdtted.by either the same person
or society at large. Hhen emitted without
explicit training this behavior is accoun-
ted for b recourse to a trait (e.g.s
curiosity‘. .An important implication of
the analysis of behatior in terms of en-
vironmental variables is the abolition of
so-called explanations in terns of traits
which are so prevalent in education today.
Their main" function is to exonerate ‘
teachers. A hard working student does not
possess a special trait (e.g. perseverance).
He has been exposed to an effective learn-
i' histo YIt is onl by topographical

i  9 I Q .96
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examination of the behavior~and.its related
contingencies that we can learn how to train
students to persevere, should we so desire.

I

Having considered the possibility for
behaviorist techniques to be applied to
complex concepts such as creativity it
would seem worthwhile to attempt to do the 
same with a concept such as personal re-’
sponsibility. It is apparent that few
people"learn the component behaviors re-
quired for application of this label. A
large body of research exists concerning
the facilitation of a wide variety of human
behaviors, many being components of effect-
ive human functioning. iBearing Kropotkin
in mind, can we ignore a powerful method
when our children demand that we equip them
with the skills necessary to function effec-
tively as adults.

No-one will deny that the early exper-
iments concerning the use of behavior mod-
ification in education were authoritarian
in nature. Their value lies in the clear
demonstration of the modifiability of cer-
tain behaviors in children in a predictable
manner. It is worth noting that the most
comprehensive objection to such goal be-'
haviors has come from'behaviorists them-
selves (wihhett at ilinkler, 1972) and Krasner
(1971), one of experimental psychology's
most capable theorists, has noted the ben-e
eficial effect of the open classroom exper-
iments on the behaviors chosen for manip-
ulation in behavior modification programmes.
Hithin the discipline itself the change is
in a desirable direction., But the techn-

qology is there for anyone'who wishes to
use it, and to whatever degree is found to
be useful. While we would not want all our
teaching done that way, therp are certain
areas in which it may prove worthwhile.
This is a question that will be determined
empirically. But the responsibility for
the beneficial use of operant technology is
in everyoneFs hands. To finish, a quotat-
ion from.Erich Fromm sums up for me the ,
importance of an understanding of the laws
of behavior for the development of freedom
in our society. He said:

"Only by being aware of the forces
which act on me can I achieve T
optimal freedom as a human being.
As long as“I an not aware of the
forces which drive me, I am
irresponsible;- I am shoved around.
"by forces which act behind m back."

1 .

 i
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Over the past few decades, in most countries throughout the world,

there has been little or no change in the social functions of schools or

Ltheir basic social characteristics.= Broadly speaking, the functions of

schools (i. e. what schools do) could be defined in the following way:

(i) As a set of exogenous influences which are applied indirectly to

schools (in a watch-dog role) by the economy, the government, and the

police force in order to maintain and perpetuate the existing social order

e.g. policing, training, holding, and sifting and sorting functions. '

Schools and schoolmen as representatives of the status quo viewpoint support

these functions bycarrying them out directly in schools (e.g. teachers act

as selectors of recruits for management and industry);

(ii) As a set of endogenous influences which are applied directly or

indirectly by teachers, who in addition to their normal teaching duties,

e.g., act as custodians of the young, enforcers of a hidden curriculum,

age-grade classifiers, and developers of skills and knowledge.

In the discussion which follows, my intention is to develop each

of these functions schools perform in slightly greater detail, bearing in

mind while in the process, the exogenous and endogenous influences which

impinge upon them.

a) Schools perform a policing function.2 Michael Katz has suggested that

schools have historically operated to answer or solve pressing social

problems or crises. e.g. to arrest poverty, to stem the diffusion of

crime and public immorality, and to check political unrest, that were

thought to accompany the rise of the New Industrial State.3 Under the

guise of accomplishing a programme of moral rescue for the young,

salvation became secularised in the schools and this mystical belief

in the school's magical healing powers still largely permeates our

educational thinking. As most of us are aware, the school's dream of

. . . . 4creating a new social order has failed dismally, and the standard
6



response to whatever social crisis is currently fashionable has been

to demand a course in it (e.g. Black Studies, The Role of Women in

Society)5, or institute an administrative change. Just as whenever,

on the one hand, we discover our youth indulging in sexually pro-

miscuous_practices we imlement a sex education programme in our

schools, whenever, on the other, we see rebelliousness emerging in our

societies, we institute the open classroom. In this manner we can

completely overlook the social conditions which originally caused the

problem, or the circumstances which gave rise to it.6

b) Schools perform a training function in order to fulfill or anticipate

the learner's future occupational requirements.7 In Education and Jobs

The Great Training Robbery,8 Ivar Berg has expressed some doubt regarding

the school's success in preparing individuals for society through the

monopoly it holds on jobs and the professions. The conclusion he draws

is that it is not necessary to spend fifteen years training someone for

a wide range of human activities (e.g. social work, architecture, etc.)

which are only remotely related to the academic, and that dropouts can,

and may do as well as high school graduates on certain levels of jobs.9

This finding should be viewed in relation to that provided by Donald

Hoyt for American College Testing in 1965, which disclosed that college

grades have no correlation with life achievement in any profession.l0

Despite the existence of such strong evidence to the contrary, there is

still a growing insistence on the part of parents, educators, and managers

of industry that extensive schooling is the only answer to competently

preparing an individual for the world of'work.i If it remains imossible

to undermine the belief that a person attends school to get his union

card, and if, as.a result, the nuber of ‘educated unemployed‘ continues

to expand at the rate it is in most countries of the world, we may soon

have to pay our children to go to school.

c) Closely relatedeto the training function that schools perform is ai

holding function: the increased holding power of schools assures every

youth the chance to successfully complete a school programme deemed. 7
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of value to himself and to the rest of society, and hence keep otherwise

employable young people off the labour market. The effect of enforcing

attendance at schools is to remove "masses of young people, at a

critical period of their lives and for a considerable time, from the

productive process and, more generally, from institutional ties to the

 . 1  ,rest of society." 1 Such programmes, e.g. as Canada's Opportunities

for Youth, recently implemented to provide summer work projects for

university students, suports the holding function of schools by

enabling these individuals to earn sufficient money to continue their

schooling in the upcoming year, and thus keep pressure off an otherwise
1-

|: I

'. ~-‘I

overburdened economy. On the other hand, programmes such as vocational
b.‘ .

_training in schools are geared toward producing and retaining a vast
4- 1

r
1,4

pool for manpower which can be taped.when or if the occasion demands or

when unemploymnt is at a low ebb.

Schools perform certain latent functions using such sifting and sorting

mechanisms as selection, certification, and status-reinforcement. As

Edgar Friedenberg,l2 and more recently, Miriam Wasserman13 have brilliantly

demonstrated: schools and their teachers are eminently successful at

doing what they purportedly do best, i.e. socially stratifying a youthful

population in accordance with the principle of merit. In many respects,

we are already well on the road to instituting a beehive society because

the school system creates a self-fulfilling prophecy such that the final

sorting of students through the grading process becomes approximately

equivalent to the original expectations. Therefore, the importance of
. +

limited success, much failure, and the maintenance of an air of

vulnerability in schools is now vital to the fuctioning of any school

system.14 However, in the case of Griggs vs. Duke Power Company of 1971,

the United States Suprem Court dealt a blow to the school's monopoly

on certification - especially the infirmity of using diplomas and
. r O

degrees as fixed measures of capability. Already, it appears, the

walls of diplomaism are beginning to crumble.l5

Schools perform a custodial or baby-sitting function. Particularly
‘H-
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under the banner of progressive education they have willingly seized

a major share of the child's time and thereby relieved.many:tortured

parents of the tasks of bringing up and educating their children. In

addition, progressive education alleviated custodial problems created

by the emergence of an extremely varied student body in the 6O's.16

During its decipherment by discerning school mandarins, progressive

education sought through its custodial operations to maintain the

student's interest, instil in him the wish to stay in school, initiate

extra-curricular activities, and redefine academic standards. However,

what it failed to achieve by its custodial functions, even though it

did, of course, have a marked effect on school efficiency, school

routine and the content of the school curriculum, was to inspire a

childecentred sentiment or educate the ‘whole child'.l7 Despite this

fact, the progressive school still tended to nullify and dissipate the

former oppressive image of its predecessors.

Schools put forward a hidden curriculum in addition to their normal one

Various norms and values (such as industry, punctuality, efficiency,

achievement, and competition) are inextricably intertwined within the

instructional process and they certainly impede as much as facilitate

learning and teaching in schools. These norms and values become, in

turn, overtly or covertly institutionalized by the schools and

interna1ised.by the students. With the internalisation of these values

by the student as norms comes the destruction of deviant values and

patterns of behavior. The ritual of schooling, then, besides imposing

a set of norms and values, defines its participants according to roles

(i.e. teacher-student). Clients of schools are rewarded (by extrinsic

motivation such as praise or rewards) for exhibiting personality

characteristics of good workers in bureaucratic work roles (e.g.

subordination to autnority)*9 and identifying with external commands

(e.g. eliciting desirable cognitive responses). Therefore, it is

no coincidence that these requiremnts neatly tie in with those of

business and industry within the corporate economic structure by 9
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offering a thorough psychological and technical preparation using

2 . . . .  . . .schools as their vehicle. 0 Given this situation, it is difficult

to disagree with Illich's observation that the “hidden curriculum

-serves as a ritual of initiation into a growth-oriented consumer

society."21 A

Schools promote age-grade classifications. The classroom within the

student\s_particular grade, with its age-homogeneous membership and

clearly delineated.boundaries, provides a basis for categorizing that

the family cannot match:

First, by assigning all pupils in a classroom the same
or similar tasks to perform, teachers in effect make them
confront the same set of demands. Even if there are
variations in task content, class members still confront
the same teacher and the obligations he imposes. Second,
parity of age creates a condition of homogeneity according 
to developmental stage, a rough equalisation of puil
capacities making it possible for teachers to assign similar
tasks. Third, through the process of_yearly promtion from
grade to grade, pupils cross the boundaries separating one '
iaqe category from another.22 i

A- ..ar continual exposure to boundary crossings, learners are comforted

 in the knowledge that each age—grade category is connected to a particular

set of circumstances (e.g. new and demanding teachers, more difficult

tasks, different subject matter).23 They are further aware that they

can only move upward in grade by promotion through testing or grading

(where others define them).
Q

Finally, after all these other functions have been fulfilled, schools

play a role in the development of cognitive knowledge and practical

skills. Some educators have recently questioned the school's
1

effectiveness in carrying out this task. Holt has reminded us that

few children learn to read or write easily and well in schools,24

although all children learn to speak fluently and well, a skill

learned outside of school. Goodman has also proposed that a normal

child can learn the first 8 years of the curriculum in 4 months at

age 12.25 In stressing that we do not need l5 or 20 years of formal

preparation to train someone for an office or factory, for example,

10  
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John Gardener has suggested that everything a high schooltgraduate is

taught could be learned in'2 years, and with a little extra effort in

one year.26 If these criticisms regarding the school's rolekin the
_ 1 v

teaching of knowledge and skills are correct, it would be true to say

that there is little or-no correlation between a person's intellectual

competency and years of prior schooling, or his employmnt suitability

and level of schooling. On the other hand, it is only logical that a

person who remains in school for any length of time must acquire some

knowledge and skills simply because most people do not learn on account

of the school's learning arrangements, but.in spite of them.

(Concluding Remark

The present system of schooling as has been constantly reiterated

is not viable even thouh one could perhaps argue that it is simply because

it is thoroughly entrenched and largely successful in achieving the purposes

of a technocratic society. A

Given the monopoly schools have traditionally held on educating,

interestingly enough we have never really tried education throughout our

history, but it may be our last as well as our only hope.27 Silberman,

requting a remark uttered.by Horace Mann in 1848, has chastised us:

"Education has never ben brought to bear with one-hundredth part of its

potential force, upon the natures of children, and through them, upon the

character of men, and of the race."28

If we accept this view as tenable, it is imperative that we attempt

to give education back the exalted position in our societies that schools

have traditionally held. tFor this to occur, however, we would.be required,

on the one hand, not.only to own up to the problems we are experiencing

"with the schools of today, but also, on the other, to finally take our

rhetoric about education seriously, "instead of continuing to look to
0 In

I

legends to explain why, in our time, the promise of our society is
1|unfulfilled - and seems destined to remain so."29

‘We should perhaps also attempt to do two things of a more practical

I nature. Firstly, it is evident that we need to reinvest man with the

11



opportunity to direct his own educational future. ‘With such thoughts in

mind, Harold Cardinal has suggested: "(No) educational programme can be

successful, and it follows no society can.be successful, where the people

most directly concerned and affected have no voice whatever in their own

education."30 Secondly, we must ultimately confront a.problem.for which

each of us is equally responsible. We must face "the problem of maintaining

a respect for the uses and intrinsic value of knowledge in a culture which

regretably seems to have lost (all) respect for it."3l

Realistically speaking, the change from schooling to education, when

or if it occurs, will not or could never be practical or orderly. The group

or groups in power will attempt to stop change or, failing all else, limit

the degree of change to the least significant area. In especially bother-

some situations these individuals may also react by employing a variety of

extremely subtle means of control, and by promoting a few more plastic or

tokenistic types of reforms. Colin Greer, in addressing himself to the

problem of the unresponsiveness of schools and schoolmen to progressive

programmes of reform, has argued:

(Schools as institutions) protect their functions and
functionaries. To violent attacks uon them, they
respond with confusion, hesitation, and ad hoc improvi-
sation. They may even adopt the rhetoric of their
attackers and identify with them....Systematic and
pervasive reform awaits changes in the success routes
of an epoch and a change in the dominant groups of
the society....As long as this continues to be the
case, schools may use the rhetoric of the counter-
culture or the rhetoric of the industrial corporation....,
but they will be used as protective coloration.32

Admittedly, administrators in particular, many of whom are loyalists

who maintain a vested interest in the school system will unquestionably

object to any measures which would serve to curb their power as representa-

tives of bureaucratic institutions: they do not intend to go out of

business. Further, so much effort is consumed in keeping the scnools

functioning in their monopolistic settings that little time can or could

be devoted by school officials to promting the necessary change from

schooling to education.

Teachers would also find any proposal geared toward undermining

12 ,



their professional status and position to be anathema because it would

devalue their professional .perquisites and at the same time flood society

with the unanointed, i.e. ulicensed educators.-

Finally, whereas affluent, middle class parents especially would _

tend to regard unrigidly structured educational activities as a boon, poor

parents may regard them as downgrading. On the whole, however, the general

public is "so uninformed (and.perhaps even unimressed) about innovations

and lacking in objective ways of judging (educational) achievement.that

little, if any, pressure (would be) exerted by them to make improvements,

or is likely to be exerted until they are more knowledgeable in this area."33
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It is amazing the way in which bureau-
cracy can develop in an ordinary

school such as Hyggeston.Boys, Leicester,

One example of such regulations in the
school is when an absence note is taken.
It first has to be shown to your form
master, then to your ‘year‘ master (whose
function will be explained later), he will
then show it to the headmaster. Surely
it would be more convenient to give it
direct to the ‘year‘ master who should then
be allowed to believe that the note exists
without having to confirm the fact with the
headmaster,

The reason for the note to go the long way
round is so the pupils are harassed as much
as possible in order to make them believe
that there is nothing wrong with the realms
of officials, departments and bureaucrats
etc. in government offices, and thus prepare
them for bourgeois life.

Another instance where the terrible trio
of the form master, ‘year‘ master and head-
master come into action is when someone
makes a complaint. First, you must go to
your form master (this is because theoret-
ically he deals with all of your problems).
He will tell you that it is nothing to do
with him and that you must go to the ‘year’
master.

He will ask whether you have consulted
your form master, and, if not, he will tell
you to do so. If on the other hand you have
he will tell you that your complaint will-
be harder felt if it is put into writing.)
So you go away and write a letter to the
headmaster, and the next day'you return

 “

1. All people t3vi eat sandwiches
at dinnertime must do so in ths
dining hall.

2. All people eating sandwiches in
the dining hall must do so only
at the tables marked ‘sandwiches’

3. A11 hymn books must be taken to
sseembly (by order),

4. Ties must be work at ALL times,
including time spent in travel-
ling to and from_schoo1.

Such are the rules and regulations, wri-
tten and unwritten. These aro bad enough
but there are also the attitudes of the
masters to take into consideration. Each
master needs to be handled differently,
and you preferably shou1d.know each indiv-
idually. But, if this is impossible (as
it nearly always is), the golden rule is
‘handle with care‘.

As a rough guide there are four groups:

a. Those that have been at the school
for years and are due for retire-
ment. These are excessively strict,
are ancient in the teaching methods
(writing on cave walls etc.), and
tell bad jokes that have to be
laughed at.

b. Those that have been at the school
for a few years and are quite young.
These are strict but on the whole
are very good at their job. They
tell occasionally, once a year
jokes (usually around Christmas).

c. Those that have just joined the
school but have perhaps been to
another school before. These aren't
strict, don't teach at all, and
never stop joking.

to the ‘ycar' master and give it to him. d, Those that are brand new and un_
He then opens the headmaster‘s letter and
reads it. Then, perhaps that day, or
perhaps the next, he takes the letter to
the headmaster, He informs the Head that
he has received a complaint, but he would
rather not mention the person's name in
case of repercussions. He gives the letter,
with your name at the bottom to the Head,
who immediately, right that very minute,
does nothing about it.

Thus you have seen one of the uses of
the ‘year‘ master. Another example of
going the long way round, is for a simple
letter, such as one giving notice that you
don't_went school dinners (and who does)
when a fourth person comes into play.
As before the letter is taken to the form
master, then on to the ‘year‘ master, then
on to the deputy head. He takes it off you,
shows it to the headmaster and files it.

ln addition to these unwritten proced-
ures there are also many written rules that
are equally ludicrous, but in different
ways. A few examples of these rules arc:

spoilt. These are excessively
strict, don't teach, and never
joke (the cads).

In this account I have hoped to give everp~
one an idea of how a ‘modern’ state grammar
school runs. I have tried to give examples
and facts rather than opinions (although
this is not always the case) so that the
reader can draw his own conclusions.5. I

.4,ff".
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‘,ne of the perennial discussions of“
adults is: "What's wrong with our young-

sters, and what can be done about it?"

After an investigation lasting two years,
the teachers advisory committee of Liverpool
education authority recently produced their
report. Their main conclusion was that  
society was too permissive. IBy this, they
meant that the media have low moral tone,
and that parents are nowadays inadequate
in various ways. There were the usual
assumptions about deprivation and unfavour-
able environments.” Presumably a gypsy
child with half-time schooling is deprived,
whilst a middle-class child with school all
day, and hours of homework in the evening,
is having the time of his life. The question
of_§hy the media and parents now have the
characteristics claimed seems to have been
completely beyond the committee's brief.
Yet they made the following recommendations:

better discipline;  
training courses on ‘the modification
of undesirable pupil behaviour‘;
screening of problem children;
special rehabilitation centres;
schools with residential centres
attached; _
the pressuring of parents by LEAs;
full and exhaustive enquiry into
causes and cures of disruptive
behaviour; p p
a better educational welfare service

yfor catching truants.
The report was appropriately entitled:
"The Suspended Child".

Dr. Alexander Gunn, physician in charge cf
Reading University health service, sugg-
ested, at the Royal Society of Health's

Hhy is it that, even when we recognise
that the roots of many of our difficulties
are social, we continue to use only psya
chdlogical measures to deal with them?
Why are we apparently content to carry on
producing the same set of problems, then
use all the ingenuity we can muster in
trying to contain them? We try to cope
with vandalism in schools by such superfic-
ial measures as bugging the schools. Ihy?

Answers to these perplexing problems can
best be found, perhaps, by taking a concret
problem, such as vandalism, which is what
adults often have in mind when asking them-
selves what is wrong with the youngsters.
Yet vandalism committed by the young is only
fa tiny fraction of the vandalism that takes
Plflfie. lt is adults themselves who are the
real offenders. *

Originally, vandalism meant the destruct-
ion of works of art. There is no evidence
that the young are particularly to blame
here. When teen-age soccer supporters are
labelled as vandals, of what are they

accused? ,Usually it is damage to property;
often it extends to injury to people.i The
young, it is continually stressed, are guilty
of these crimes, Take, firstly, damage to
man-made property. Ihen the young damage
public telephones, slash or break windows,
they are playing a very minor role. All
over Britain perfectly sound buiikdings, maty
of historic and social importance; havembeen
and are being destroyed. Four hundred listed
buildings will be demolished this year.
If they are replaced, it is usually by some-
thing inferior in important ways. _Hhether
one takes the example of buildings, planes,
coaches, ships, trains or other machines,
it is the same story: they are destroyed
before they are wori out, and the replace-
ments are usually more expensive to'maintain
and have a shorter life than the models they
supersede. Further, when buildings are des-
troyed, whole communities are also destroyedv
He have 2 million people living in high-rise
flats - now considered a mistake by planners
and architects. If research into vandalism

conference on stress’ that we are failing to were done along these lines, we would find
provide for the needs of adolescence. A
promising starting point. But then come
the usual recommendations:

'use of more counsellors;
training doctors in adolescent

 psychology;
better vocational guidance;
more and better provision for
social, psychological and.scxual
care of the young;
and, inevitably, more research into
ladolescent needs.

Dr. Gunn does refer to the inadequacies of
the system, but the recommendations suggest
that adolescents, not the system, are in- 9l@1°3l9n*3 1* r3i3°F=9r°95 H“*i°n‘1
adequate    '-Production. ExaotlI"'511° "M °°“11 '°° "'““
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youngstersiresponsible for very little.

Enormous destruction of man-made property
occursbecause things are made so as to wes-
out in a shbrt time. Almost all the machines
which adults produce could, at 11£u¢»¢:1=1-A
cost, be made to last several times longer H?
than they do now,.g", Obsolescence guara.nteeje[_
institutionalised and legalised destruction
i so widcspreadaa tomako the damage done
by the young pale into insignifioancc. '
jflost adults seem incapable of unerstanding
this. -Inetead, they find specious excuses
for their-vandalistic'bchawiour£ it creates

of damaged telephones, broken lifts and F



Hhat about the PVC disease, and the state-
ment by the TUO's medical adviser that "there
is no point in us stopping PVC production
unless others do so." Hhat about byssin-
osis? And is it the young that are respon-
sible for the latest menace: myelomatisis
and leukaemia among workers in nucleur fuel
plants?- There were two deaths in one week

9 recently. And who is responsible for the
systematic slaughter on our roads where, in
IBritain alone, getting on for 8,000 people
are killed every year, and fifty times that
number injured? This regular carnage is
rendered inevitable by adults, who manufact-
ure cars with high maximum speeds - and who
make the laws to legalise the whole process.
This, incidentally, makes the roads too
dangerous'for many of the young to use at
all. As far as injury to people is concerned,

---" """"""_' the young are beaten to a frazzle.
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Legalised destruction, injury and kill-
.l ing are integral and accepted features of

adult society. Adults conveniently sweep
them under the carpet. Instead of carry-
ing out endless research, the nature and
assumptions of which presuppose the answers
they will get, adults would.be better em-
ployed trying to work out such problems as:

cl! ton: on  ",“';’ 7'; an’ How many slashed seats equal the
°°'k;~.r kf destruction inherent in making just

_ A’ ‘an , -one car which wears out in five years
---_ instead of twenty-five? v

How many damaged telephone booths add
up to the destruction of one tree?

flow does one compare the number of
muggings per year with the thousands
of road casualties?

How many broken windows might add up
to a broken ozone layer?

smashed windows{"this illustrates that Two things seem clear. Firstly, adults are
expanding GNP and employment are rather overwhelmingly concerned with symptoms, the
Btfipid IE7! of mfiflflflring welfare. psychological problems which result from their

_ own social arrangements.
The word vandalism is now used to cover Pdamage done to the countryside by the yuung. Secondly, adults fail to see that there

If youngsters damage a tree, adults label fiz
vandalism. Iet adults fell trees by the
thousand. They also pollute the air, streams,
rivers and the sea. They root up hedges,
and make animals suffer in millions} They
dump rubbish, and scatter poison, everywhere.
Adults are obliterating nature-birthright
of both young and old. At this very moment
adults seem hardly perturbed about the polar
iblo damage they are doing to the ozone
layer - which protects us all from radiat- A
ion!

As if all this were not enough, adults
condom the young for indursr to people» and
use words like “mugging”. What fflfltflfliifl
hypocrisy! Who was responsible for the
44,000 minors known to haveibesn given
pneumoconiosis? The death toll runs into
thousands. iho caused the suffering and
deaths from asbestosis? - affecting people
who never worked inithe asbestos industry.

are far greater and more urgent problems
than those for which the young seem to be
responsible.

How can adults be stupid enough to commit
these errors? Perhaps it is because, if we
did not, the question: "ilhat's wrong with
_onr-youth, and what can be done about it?"
would become "Ihat's'wrong with us, and are
we_prepared to do anything about it?" For
some reason, adults are not capable of.ask>
ing such a question.

.The much-publicised teen-age vandalism is
a red herring. The youngsters are really
the victims- Iho, after all, put the huge
quantities of strontium 90 into their bones?
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I’nu praise to Lib. Ea for giving flannel

Horeno's case fair publicity and for giving
him opportunity'to speak for himself without
the inevitable manipulation heid be treated to
by the bourgeois press but I still think that,
'Hanny‘ comes over as a heavy, humourless
self—obsessed drag. I don't want to attack
him because I don't know him and because I
haven't seen for myself how he relates to
children and I certainly don't want to write
an article which old s.wi1een (head of Sutton
Centre) could seize upon to support his grieve-
nces because judging from the dry dismissive
superiority of his reports on Manny he sounds
a ri ht reactionary, unoriginal old fart.8 e 9 , .
However I do want to comment on Hannyls
‘Document A‘ and say that if my daughteris
teacher felt compelled to expiate his feelings
of sexual ilt by presenting her with such an5“ s |
outrageously maleechauvenist account of adoles-
cent fumblings which included such Iaileresque
phrases as ‘push one or two fingers up herl
fish-smelling cunt‘ I would seriously question
his motives, his maturity and above all his;
asses of responsibility and respect for child-
ren's freedom. I think;Hanny - like many so-
called libertarians - is confused about the
distinction between licence and freedom.

I can't help wondering whether Manny is like
the supply teacher who was sent to the Sec.n
Hod. where I teach. Barry (PE) grooved into
our staffroom one morning; thirty—five-ish,
bare-footed, long pony tail, reeking of dope
and his first words were, "Who's gonna roll up
a joint then?“. His next remark was, "Look
man, I've never taught kids before, I'm here .
to spread the‘Revolution - gins some hints.."
We explained that 75$ of our ppill were
‘emotionally disturbedi, ‘disruptive? or_
‘school phobias‘, that the yougflr pupils feel
very insecure when their regular teacher is
absent and maybe Barry could try'to reassure
them and prevent them.from freaking*out in
panic Hhifih event might result in broken
furniture. Pflow - far out", muttered Barry.
He lasted for precisely one morning. Ln ;
anxious_thirteenpyear-old girl came into my
lesson crying. She explained, “ltis that
divvyfnew geezer~g”hb keeps talking about
filthy things all the time -‘He said he don't
believe in lessons and asked whit we are
interested in so we all shouts ‘SE!’ like we

18

always no so he told.us all these filthy
things and used all the filthy words likb ..."
She whispered words she uses all the time in
casual conversation. "I gave her the stock
replies about no words being filthy and how
there's nothing 'filthy' about sex and I ~
thought I'd just go and cheokIBarry out. In
his room there were only two children left -
the rest were wandering round the school
banging on windows and disrupting every one
else's classes. "How it went great," enthused
Barry, "we've covered fellatio,-incest, bugger
cry, cunnilingus, masturbation..."1 I could
judge how fascinated the kids had been from
the four overturned desks and books scattered
everywhere. IBarry repeated the performance
with each class - embellishing his lecture
with Forum-worthy sophistications. ‘By 12.30
three mums had ‘been up'.and.Barry was removed.
The children still quote his unforgettable bit
of advice, "Ion will never know yourself
completely until you have tasted your own
isperm." and dismiss him in an apposite phrase:
"That supply teacher? He was a right old wanes
ker", which indeed could have been his problem.
If Barry had tried laying his sad trip onto my
own children I would have felt no hesitation
about giving him a good punch in the gob and

wucl. I Evil. Lihll-l‘
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Teacher

as a teacher I felt no regret when the Head-
master kioked him out. That kind of liberal
freak teacher can totally disrupt a school and
this kind of negative destruction is not.whate
_I_mean when I talk about anarchy. I want
children to control their own lives and.nQt be
3ubj°¢*Bd to neurotic loonies of the Barry-
type or the extreme authoritarian.

As teachers*we must remember that we have an
enormous responsibility towards the children *
W9 teach. They expect teachers, and indeed
_ggg1 us, to be in control of situations
because for many of the children in our
schools the teacher is the one and.only stable
-secure factor and they depend on us not to let
them down.‘ It sounds terrible and it is
certainly very frightening to be invested with
so much responsibility but they do depend on
us often with great intensity. Secondly I
believe that children want us to keep an
@°TifliH '4i§tanee' between ourselves (as
teachers) and them 9 after all they have no p
GHGIGE about spending possibly six hours a day.
-in ihfl Bflmpflny of one adult whom they may
Pflfllibly 1oathe. Therefore we should note



 

assume that we can be intimate and chattyswith
them. Did you really want to confide in your
teacher? The idea that I might have been
expected to caIl my teachers by their first
names because they wanted to establish some
kind of trendy informality makes me shudder -
I couldn't STAND most of them and if any of
the old cows had presented me with a document
as ‘frank‘ as Manny's ‘Document A‘ I think I
would have thrown up all over my inkastained
desk and been turned off sex for life.

- Of course teachers must be honest in our 
dealings with pupils.%He must respect each
child's individuality - remain consistent and
not rush about socking them on the head and
treating them like robots but we must also
maintain our own identity and be together
enough in ourselves to cope with situations
which might quickly get out of control (As
Manny's lessons appear to have done - I was
amazed that his pupils reported him for
swearing - he must have angered them or let
them down badly) ‘I would like to know how
Manny would have coped in the situation I
found myself in when I became ‘Craft Mistress‘
(1) when I took over from a Miss Brown who
left in mid-termg_ I was extremely nervous
first lesson to be confronted by fifteen
‘disruptive‘ sixteen-year-old boys.. When I
walked in they stopped playing cards, dragged
on their fags and one shouted, "Cor - Miss
Brown had much bigger tits than yourn.' -
"YERS", they all riposted, "Miss Brown's
wobbled when she walked." Try to stay cool
under that kind of onslaught (indeed I've
always been very hung up about my small tits
and felt like bursting into tears.) I asked
them to tell me what they used to do in Miss
‘Brownds lessons. "Hell, Miss Brown used to
get up on the desk and pose for us in the nude

Finally I thoroughly approve of the mother
of the fifteen-year-old boy who complained
that Manny had taken her son camping without
letting her know. That kind of ‘spontaneous
activity‘ is thoughtless and selfish if it
leaves a kid's mother worried sick about her
missing son.' How would Manny feel if his kid
didn't come home from school one night? And
if Manny can sincerely say he wouldn't have
worried then I believe he_i§ confused about
the difference between freedom and licence for
kids.
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do not know Mr,,Moreno personally, but I
I have just been informed that one of the‘

‘counts‘ against him is that he used an 7
article of mine (‘Perhaps a plea for Sex Educ-
aticn‘ in Libertarian Education No. 15) in a
lesson with a group of Fifth Formers.

and we painted her Bristols with finger paints" That he Chose this article seems to me an
- chortle, chortle.... It was all totally,
predictable (and really ever so funny) but I
simply made a bored face and said, "0.K; boys
very funny -*let‘s start the lesson." and
gradually over the weeks the references to
Miss Brown's superior physique ceased to
feature in the conversation. After a term
Martin said, "Remember when we used to go on
about MissHBrown? We were trying it on you -
trying to wind you up - but you never batted a
beedin eyelid. He reckoned you was alright -
wasn!t ‘elf a laugh tho‘ - wasn't it?” I said
"Iee"=“rt was." and we all had a good laugh
together. I'd kept my distance and.I believe
this is what pupils want. What would our anar-
chist Hanny have done in my shoes? I suspect
that with a shriek of, "Libertarianism...." he
would have bared his tits and launched into a
lecture on the relative merits of small ones
maybe distributing copies of Document A at the
same time and possibly he'd have climbed onto
the table and let ths.kids get stuck into the
finger painting? Maybe I'm doing him a really
great injustice to get a cheap laugh.

example of good teaching, not because I wrote
it, but for the following reasons: i

1. It is a piece of up-to-date human doc-
- umentation.

2. With hang-ups so common, it may have
helped these young people to avoid at
least some hangfiups.

3. It may have helped these young men to be
better parents in the future.

It may be levelled against Mr. Moreno that
the language wasn't suitable. To that I would
reply that it is unlikely there is amy word in
my article not known or regularly used by the
majority oy young men of this age (I say this
with nearly 20 years teaching experience
behind me).. If by chance there were any who
did not know what ‘eunt‘ or ‘shagging‘ meant,
then it is our duty to make them aware of the
meaning at that age.

Bill

(N.B. — this is a eopy of a letter sent to
Manny to use as he thought fit.- Editors.)
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